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IN THE MATTER OF 1 
the Electrical Power Control Act, 1994,  2 
SNL 1994, Chapter E-5.1 (the "EPCA")  3 
and the Public Utilities Act, RSNL 1990, 4 
Chapter P-47 (the "Act"), as amended; 5 
 6 
AND 7 
 8 
IN THE MATTER OF 9 
the Board’s Investigation and Hearing 10 
into Supply Issues and Power Outages 11 
on the Island Interconnected System. 12 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 13 

Engineering consultant Commonwealth Associates, Inc. (Commonwealth) has been 14 
retained by the Consumer Advocate (CA) to evaluate and provide our professional 15 
opinion concerning whether the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Corporation 16 
(“Hydro”) and its affiliates, including parent company Nalcor Energy (“Nalcor”), 17 
have adequately addressed the risks to supply presented by electrical transmission 18 
systems serving the island of Newfoundland following construction of the Labrador-19 
Island HVdc transmission system (LITL) and after interconnection with the Muskrat 20 
Falls generating facility. In particular, the CA has requested our professional opinion 21 
on the structural and mechanical risks to the reliability of electrical transmission 22 
systems serving the eastern portion of the island of Newfoundland after the 23 
aforementioned construction and interconnection 24 

Areas of concern identified during our review prompted Requests for Information 25 
(RFIs) from Hydro.  Those concerns included: a non-standard choice of pole 26 
conductor, guyed tangent structures, questionable soil condition assumptions 27 
underlying foundation and anchor decisions, the proximity of line locations within 28 
the corridor, lack of load cases related to cascading failure risks with respect to 29 
suspension tower types A and B, and return year discrepancies. 30 

Responses filed by Hydro to our RFIs were insufficient for us to provide a more 31 
thorough assessment of risk and reliability.  With that in mind, our findings and 32 
recommendations are as follows: 33 

1) A risk assessment of transmission overhead line reliability cannot be 34 
performed with available documents and current RFI responses. 35 

2) Nalcor states in their response to NP-NLH-004 (page 7 of 57) that the design 36 
of the LITL meets a 1:500-year reliability return period for the portion of the 37 
line on the Avalon Peninsula and a 1:150-year reliability return period for 38 
the remainder of the route.  However, no specific design details were 39 
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Figure 1 

provided by Nalcor to back up this claim. These requests were made in 1 
several RFI’s from multiple stakeholders.  2 

3)  It is recommended that an “as-built” risk/reliability assessment be 3 
performed after construction to find possible mechanical weak points. 4 

BACKGROUND 5 

The Consumer 6 
Advocate (NL) has 7 
secured the 8 
professional services of 9 
consulting engineers, 10 
Commonwealth 11 
Associates, Inc. to 12 
provide expert opinion 13 
and insight into the 14 
proposed island 15 
interconnected system 16 
and proposed 17 
connection to Muskrat 18 
Falls generating facility 19 
[Fig. 1].   20 
Commonwealth is a 21 
leading industry expert, 22 
having been profiled 23 
among the 2016 Top 10 U.S. Electrical Design Firms by EC&M Magazine1

The ±320 kV HVdc bipolar transmission line is approximately 1100 km long from 27 
the Muskrat Falls Converter Station to Soldiers Pond Converter Station.  This 28 
includes lines across the island of Newfoundland from the Great Northern Peninsula 29 
to Soldiers Pond, near the Newfoundland and Labrador capital of St. John’s.  It is 30 
comprised of an overhead section from the Muskrat Falls Converter Station to the 31 
Strait of Belle Isle (SOBI), cable transition compounds on either side of the SOBI, an 32 
undersea cable marine crossing, and an overhead transmission line from the SOBI to 33 
Soldiers Pond.  These lines and associated structures will be exposed to varied 34 
weather and ice.  Salt will also be an issue.  35 

.  24 
Curricula vitarum for those Commonwealth professionals conducting and 25 
approving the review are attached as Appendix A. 26 

                                                 
 
 
1 “Announcing EC&M’s 2016 Top 10 Electrical Design Firms,” ecmweb.com, May 27, 2016, 
http://ecmweb.com/design/announcing-ecms-2016-top-10-electrical-design-firms#slide-3-field_images-
136251  

http://ecmweb.com/design/announcing-ecms-2016-top-10-electrical-design-firms#slide-3-field_images-136251�
http://ecmweb.com/design/announcing-ecms-2016-top-10-electrical-design-firms#slide-3-field_images-136251�
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The reliability of the new system is part of a public inquiry being undertaken by the 1 
Newfoundland and Labrador Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities in St. John’s, 2 
NL.  Typically, the reliability of the system, at a minimum, should be consistent with 3 
generally accepted reliability standards in the industry.  Phase One of the inquiry 4 
concerns the adequacy and reliability of supply on the island interconnected system 5 
up to the interconnection with Muskrat Falls.  Phase Two is focused on the 6 
implications of the interconnection with Muskrat Falls on reliability and adequacy of 7 
the island interconnected system.  The following issues are expected to be 8 
addressed in this phase of the proceeding: 9 

• The impact of the interconnection with Muskrat Falls on the island 10 
interconnected system; 11 

• Island interconnected system structure and operations; 12 

• The impact of the Maritime Link, including the availability of power over the 13 
Maritime Link 14 

• Risk management. 15 

Current practice of designing electric transmission lines includes the application of 16 
the following loading criteria: Climatic Loads, Security Loads, Construction and 17 
Maintenance Loads, and Code Loads.   18 

Transmission lines in service today in the U.S. have been designed using a multitude 19 
of design   approaches and structural loading criteria.  The principal cause of 20 
structural failures is weather events that produce loads that exceed the structural 21 
loading design criteria.  In some cases, failures have been the result of inadequate 22 
design, construction and/or maintenance practices, airplane or vehicle accidents, or 23 
criminal activities.  Examples of weather events that can produce loads in excess of 24 
design loads are tornadoes, hurricanes, and long-return period (low probability) 25 
wind and ice storms. IEC 826 recommended collection of local weather data for the 26 
design of transmission lines.  HYDRO sponsored a study by Asim Halder titled 27 
“Twenty Years of Monitoring Experience on Overhead Line in Newfoundland and 28 
Labrador”. This paper discusses transmission failures due to icing in the Avalon 29 
Peninsula and resulted in a long term study of icing in the regions using the 30 
installation of weather stations to provide real time data. The purpose of these 31 
monitoring stations as stated on page 2 was “’...to predict the design wind and ice 32 
loads on an overhead line with an adequate confidence level.”   It seems that this 33 
data should have been used to determine the weather parameters for the design of 34 
the LITL lines rather than using the standard CSA/IEC figures that do not take 35 
localized weather into account. In RFI’s CA-NLH-141 and NP-NLH-004 (page 2) it 36 
clearly states the ice and wind design loads are based on CSA standards.  37 

 38 
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REVIEW METHODOLOGY 1 

Commonwealth identified the appropriate technical experts to conduct the review 2 
and to provide oversight for technical and report quality.  The Transmission and 3 
Distribution Line Engineering technical team members have extensive experience in 4 
project management, transmission system planning and operations, load 5 
forecasting, and the design and optimization of high voltage transmission lines, 6 
including those spans over and under water crossings and those in extreme weather 7 
conditions.  In addition, Commonwealth provides in-house consultative experts 8 
from other departments to advise and assist, as necessary.  Those internal resources 9 
include professionals from the following departments: Substation Engineering, 10 
Power Generation and Energy Services, Electrical Systems Studies, Environmental 11 
Services, Land and Right of Way Services, and Project Support Services.  A list of the 12 
document classifications reviewed to provide a basis for our professional opinion 13 
follows. 14 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED  15 

Commonwealth’s evaluation of this project’s reliability is based strictly on the 16 
review and study of existing documents available in the public domain.  These 17 
documents consisted of: 18 

• Exhibits from 1981 through 2014, many of which were regional design 19 
studies not specifically related to this particular project; 20 

• Other reports or studies related directly to this project; and 21 

• RFIs with corresponding answers related to the subject matter of this report 22 
from the following groups: 23 

o Consumer Advocate of NL 24 
o Grand Riverkeeper Labrador 25 
o Newfoundland Power 26 
o Public Utility Board 27 

A list of the documents studied to form the opinions expressed in this report are 28 
listed in Appendix B. 29 

 30 

DEVELOPMENT OF RFI'S CA-NLH-132 TO CA-NLH-141 31 

During document review, the following were identified as areas of interest and 32 
potential concern, leading to development of RFI’s CA-NLH-132 to CA-NLH-141.  A 33 
discussion of the items in greater detail follows under applicable heading. 34 

• The non-standard 3633 KCMIL 1841_A1/S1A-110/7 ACSR for the Pole 35 
Conductor, as noted in NP-NLH-018 is of potential concern. ACSR conductors 36 
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typically used on high voltage overhead transmission lines are standardized 1 
in ASTM Standard B232.  The conductor sizes and strandings in B232 have 2 
been thoroughly tested to meet all ASTM specifications and have been used 3 
over many decades with success.  4 

• “Typical HVdc Transmission Guyed Tangent Structures which comprise 5 
approximately 85% of the towers in the Labrador-Island HVdc transmission 6 
line,” as noted on page 44 in the paper “Review of the Muskrat Falls and 7 
Labrador Island Link and the Isolated Island Options”, dated October 2012 by 8 
Manitoba Hydro International is of concern due to a susceptibility for a 9 
broken guy wire causing a possible cascading event and an extended outage 10 

• The foundation and anchor quantities having been calculated based upon an 11 
assumed distribution of soil conditions (normal %/rock %/bog %), as noted 12 
on page 53 in the project report “Emera Newfoundland and Labrador 13 
Maritime Link Project, Engineering Review of the Project”, dated January 26, 14 
2013 by HATCH. This methodology is of concern as it appears that design of 15 
the foundations have been estimated.  16 

• The ac and dc lines are located in close proximity to one another within the 17 
corridor, which is of potential concern because of the possibility of one line 18 
failing and falling into the neighboring line. A bipole failure would be 19 
devastating to this system as noted in the Liberty report. We concur. On page 20 
17 of the Liberty report it states that the “Hydro has clarified that, in t3eh 21 
event of a tower failure, the HVdc OHL has been designed so as not to fall 22 
outside the HVdc right of way. This will prevent failure of both the HVdc and 23 
HVac lines when run in close proximity to each other.” This is a blanket 24 
statement, much like the Reliability Return Period, with no facts provided to 25 
prove the two lines cannot physically damage the other if one tower should 26 
fail.  27 

• There are no documented load cases in the design to limit the anti-cascading 28 
failure mode for the towers relative to the suspension tower types A and B, 29 
therefore no assessment of the reliability of the line in the event of a cascade 30 
failure can be made.  31 

Below are the resulting RFIs and the corresponding answers received from Hydro.  32 
The focus of our inquiry was specifically on documents regarding the reliability of 33 
the design, specifically the structural and mechanical risks and principles of 34 
overhead transmission lines. 35 
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• CA-NLH-132: According to Emera Newfoundland and Labrador’s Maritime 1 
Link Project Report – Engineering Review of the Project2

ANSWER: “Hydro notes that the information requested consists solely of a 7 
request for detailed technical information relating to engineering issues.” 8 

 dated January 26, 2 
2013, the return periods for the wind, ice, and temperature combinations for 3 
the loading on the structures, conductors, and hardware is 50 years.  Please 4 
explain why Hydro decided to use a 50-year return period for the wind, ice, 5 
and temperature for such an important line with so much transfer capacity. 6 

“In Board Order No. P.U. 41(2014). The Board stated issues covered in the 9 
current proceeding “will not involve an analysis of engineering and 10 
construction issues associated with the Muskrat Falls Project” and “it is not 11 
necessary for HYDRO to provide detailed technical information or reports 12 
related to engineering and construction issues but rather should direct its 13 
response to the risks and consequences to the Island Interconnection system 14 
of the scenarios and issues raised.” 15 

• CA-NLH-133: For the overhead sections of the Maritime Link Project (230 16 
HVdc), please provide the results for the full scale testing of the different 17 
structure types and the conductor optimization study to identify the 18 
optimum conductor type and size for the project.  19 

ANSWER: “Please refer to Hydro’s response to CA-NLH-132.” 20 
• CA-NLH-134: According to Emera Newfoundland and Labrador’s Maritime 21 

Link Project Report – Engineering Review of the Project dated January 26, 22 
2013, all tangent structures in the NL section are proposed to be guyed lattice 23 
steel towers.  Please explain how the structure selection was done.  24 

ANSWER: “Please refer to Hydro’s response to CA-NLH-132.” 25 
• CA-NLH-135: According to Emera Newfoundland and Labrador’s Maritime 26 

Link Project Report – Engineering Review of the Project dated January 26, 27 
2013, the foundation and anchor quantities have been calculated based upon 28 
some type of distribution of soil conditions (normal%/rock%/bog%).  Please 29 
provide explanation of methodology.  30 

ANSWER: “Please refer to Hydro’s response to CA-NLH-132.” 31 
• CA-NLH-136: Did the selection of weather conditions for the development of 32 

the load cases on different elements of the transmission line include local 33 
monitoring system?  34 

ANSWER: “Please refer to Hydro’s response to CA-NLH-132.” 35 
                                                 
 
 
2 Emera Newfoundland and Labrador, Maritime Link Project Report, January 26, 2013, 
http://www.emeranl.com/site/media/emeranl/Documents/App%203.01%20Technical%20Appendix.pdf  

http://www.emeranl.com/site/media/emeranl/Documents/App%203.01%20Technical%20Appendix.pdf�
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• CA-NLH-137: According to NP-NLH-038, Page 2, paragraph (g): 1 

“Clearances under maximum ice and after load − The line is designed for 2 
8.3 m ground clearance for maximum sag condition with maximum ice 3 
after load condition or maximum temperature after load condition (85 deg. 4 
C).” 5 

Please explain how you derived this value? Please provide clearances and 6 
separation values to other objects with their related load cases.  7 

ANSWER Based on ground usage criteria “Over walkways or ground 8 
normally accessible to pedestrians, snowmobiles, and personal-use all-9 
terrain vehicles” as per CAN/CSA 22.3 No. 1 Table 4, and 350 kV voltage, 10 
the base clearance is 6.0 m. Added to that amount are 1.4 m for snow 11 
cover, also as stipulated by CAN/CSA 22.3 No. 1-10, and an additional 12 
design buffer of 0.9 m to allow for inaccuracies in ground profile at the 13 
exact structure location, or to enable structure movement freedom during 14 
construction, in the event that a structure needs to be moved for 15 
constructability reasons. This totals 8.3 m.  16 

The clearance and separation value for the line structures were 17 
determined in accordance with the requirements of CAN/CSA 22.3 No. 1-18 
10. Further examination of the detailed engineering design for the 19 
Labrador – Island Transmission Link is beyond the scope of this 20 
proceeding, as noted in Hydro’s response to CA-NLH-132. 21 

• CA-NLH-138: According NP-NLH-061, 062, 064, and other supporting 22 
documents, the structure locations have been determined in such a way that 23 
the maximum structure utilization for different load cases will be less than 24 
the structure manufacturer’s design and testing.  Please explain, from a 25 
reliability point of view, the effect on characteristics of the transmission 26 
system for identifying the critical elements.  27 

ANSWER: “The concepts identified in the above question are unrelated. To 28 
the extent that individual structures are loaded to less than their ultimate 29 
capacities, the result is that the structures have some capacity to 30 
withstand greater levels of wind speed and radial ice than the design load 31 
cases.  32 

Structures are also designed for the statistical worst case loading in a 33 
particular zone. Site specific features, such as sheltering, can reduce these 34 
loads to something less than the design load.” 35 

• CA-NLH-139: In reference to NP-NLH-038, Page 2, paragraph (f), please 36 
provide the additional load cases for the design of the anti-cascade towers 37 
relative to the suspension tower types A and B load cases. Please provide the 38 
layout drawing of the anti-cascade towers.  39 
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ANSWER: “Please refer to Hydro’s response to CA-NLH-132.” 1 
• CA-NLH-140: Referring to Manitoba Hydro International: Review of the 2 

Muskrat Falls and Labrador Island HVdc Link and the Isolated Island Options3

“Provision of special anti-cascade towers every 10 to 20 structures to 5 
contain and isolate failures and prevent them from impacting large 6 
sections of line” 7 

, 3 
October 2012, page 46:  4 

Reference to NP-NLH-038, Page 2, paragraph (f), “Anti−cascade 8 
requirements dictated that a maximum of 20 suspension structures would 9 
be permitted between full−tension dead ends”.  10 

Please explain the rationale for when the spacing between anti-cascade 11 
towers will be lowered to 10 structures instead of 20 structures.  12 

ANSWER: “There are no scenarios where the specified spacing between 13 
anti-cascade towers is lowered to 10 structures instead of 20. The 14 
Labrador-Island Transmission Link anti-cascade specification is that no 15 
greater than 20 towers be installed between anti-cascade structures.  16 

Dead-end structures capable of acting as anti-cascade structures (D and E 17 
tower families) are installed for other reasons, namely on turns or where 18 
tower up-lift would occur. Finally, situation may arise where it is less 19 
expensive to reduce the spacing between anti-cascade structures below the 20 
specified 20 in order to take advantage of topography to reduce overall 21 
tower cost. 22 

The specification, however, is a maximum of 20 structures between anti-23 
cascade towers.” 24 

• CA-NLH-141: In reference to NP-NLH-004, please confirm that the 25 
conductors and hardware have been designed to a 1:150-year reliability 26 
return period.  If that is not true, then what reliability return period was used 27 
to design these components? 28 

ANSWER: “Conductors, insulators, and hardware are designed to 29 
withstand loads greater than structures, and will withstand loads beyond 30 
those depicted in Hydro’s response to NP-NLH-004, and therefore beyond 31 
the return periods as presented. The capabilities of these components are 32 

                                                 
 
 
3 Manitoba Hydro International, Review of the Muskrat Falls and Labrador Island HVdc Link and the 
Isolated Island Options, October 2012, http://muskratfalls.nalcorenergy.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/03/MHI-Review-October-2012.pdf  

http://muskratfalls.nalcorenergy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/MHI-Review-October-2012.pdf�
http://muskratfalls.nalcorenergy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/MHI-Review-October-2012.pdf�
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designed using strength factors beyond those of the structures in 1 
accordance with the CSA standard, rather than a reliability return period. 2 
“ 3 

We have reviewed the responses by Hydro to the RFIs. The responses to RFI Nos. CA-4 
NLH-132 – 136, and CA-NLH-139 did not provide any of the requested, or any other, 5 
mathematical calculations, design specifications, or supporting documents. These 6 
mathematical calculations, which are part of normal engineering practice, disclose the 7 
extent to which a chosen design addresses the structural and mechanical risks to the 8 
reliability of electrical transmission systems. 9 

Engineering design specifications for electrical transmission systems typically include, 10 
but are not limited to: tower loads and conductor sag-tensions; tower types; spans; 11 
tower top geometry; tower heights and extensions; load factors; strength factors; and 12 
similar requirements, as applicable, related to foundations, conductors, and insulator 13 
strings. In transmission line engineering practice, supporting documents which reflect 14 
detailed design are typically comprised of: 1) Microsoft Excel files; 2) back-up files of 15 
all tower models created using engineering software such as Power Line Systems 16 
TOWER; and 3) back-up files created using engineering software such as Power Line 17 
Systems PLS-CADD. 18 

Commonwealth cannot provide any definitive comments on the overall tower 19 
design, insulators, and hardware, as these items have not been addressed in any 20 
reference documents.  As we were not provided any access to the tower design 21 
details, proposed plan and profiles, or hardware details, we cannot comment on the 22 
route selection or transmission line risk analysis. 23 
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 1 

Figure 2 – Typical Guyed-Vee Transmission Tower 2 
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 1 

Figure 3 - Typical HVac and HVdc towers 2 

 3 

FINDINGS AND AREAS OF CONCERN 4 

Without the benefit of being able to review and link to the actual design documents, 5 
concerns about the following aspects of the design include:   6 

• There are no singular comprehensive design criteria as far as we can 7 
surmise.  Design criteria is normally the first step in the design of any 8 
transmission line; especially one as large and important as is this.  This 9 
document would describe every detail with regard to all of the design 10 
decisions that drove the design.  Any qualified transmission line engineer can 11 
read the design criteria and get a fairly comprehensive idea as to the how the 12 
line was designed.  This document would also serve as a historical record for 13 
future upgrades on this line. The design criteria document was not provided 14 
to any of the stakeholders during the RFI process.  The only data we found 15 
that provided some design criteria information was scattered in various 16 
studies, exhibits, and many documents from different dates and times. It 17 
appears the decision to change from a 1:50 Return Period to 1:150 was based 18 
on a recommendation from the paper “Review of the Muskrat Falls and 19 
Labrador Island Link and the Isolated Island Options”, dated October 2012 by 20 
Manitoba Hydro International.  21 

• The decision to adopt the IEC Standard and CSA Code for the design 22 
reliability criteria (NP-NLH-004) was not satisfied when designing with 23 
reliability-based methods for such an important new transmission lines. An 24 
evaluation of the impact of climate changes on the wind and ice return period 25 
needs be considered. 26 
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• Guyed-vee structure design cannot be properly validated with the lack of 1 
testing documentation, longitudinal design criteria, and cascade event 2 
control. The remoteness of this line presents a concern with a susceptibility 3 
for a broken guy wire causing a possible cascading event and an extended 4 
outage.   5 

• The non-standard conductor has a lack of historical success. Standardized 6 
conductors are listed in ASTM Standard B232. All conductor manufacturers 7 
are competent to produce these standard conductors and have been for 8 
decades. These conductors have been tested and have a history of success in 9 
the field. Using a non-standard conductor poses many concerns. The 10 
conductor has likely not been manufactured before. The lack of commercial 11 
availability of a non-standard conductor could create an issue for future 12 
maintenance due to lack of immediate availability in the event of failure and 13 
the resulting pending need for additional non-standard conductor.   14 

• Foundation calculation methodology appears to be to be estimated.  This 15 
could be a reliability concern, and is an actual cost concern.  16 

• Outage concerns exist regarding excessive salt build up on the insulator 17 
strings for a line this close to ocean.  This can cause flashovers and potential 18 
outages.  Again, the remoteness of this area of the line makes it difficult to 19 
access structures frequently where salt needs to be washed from the 20 
insulators.  Insulator washing is common with ocean side transmission lines, 21 
when accessible.  According to NP-LH-097, the 66 kV line in the same area 22 
has much longer insulator lengths than a normal 66 kV line. It is assumed this 23 
additional length is to provide improved flashover performance when salt 24 
builds up and cannot be washed as frequently as required.  25 

“HVDC requires special care in string design and insulator selection: 26 
attention must be paid to the materials being used, the specific stress 27 
conditions on the dielectric but also the metal end fittings design….” 28 
(CIGRE 2009) 29 

• According to the answer to RFI CA-NLH-141, “Conductors, insulators, and 30 
hardware have been designed to withstand loads greater than 31 
structures, and will withstand loads beyond those depicted in Hydro's 32 
response to NP-NLH-004, and therefore beyond the return periods as 33 
presented.”  Based on this response, the next question would be, “How much 34 
greater are these design loads than the structure loads?”  The increase in 35 
return period cannot be determined or justified by this statement.  36 

• The basic ground clearance is 8.3 m (27 ft.) for ±320 kV HVdc.  This ground 37 
clearance used in this design is the bare minimum, as noted by IEC or CSA 38 
code.  Bare minimum in this context is what is deemed “pedestrian 39 
clearance” in the NESC code in the USA. The use of pedestrian clearance is 40 
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not typically used for the design of new high voltage overhead transmission 1 
lines in North America even if the terrain can logically be traversed only by 2 
pedestrians. New lines are most typically designed for what is called “Vehicle 3 
Clearance” which is higher from the ground than pedestrian clearance. In 4 
addition, the electrical transfer capacity of this 320 kV HVdc line is similar to 5 
a 500 kV AC line. It’s our opinion that the ground clearance should be 6 
equivalent or higher than what is required for a 500 kV AC line. 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 8 

• A risk assessment of transmission overhead line reliability cannot be 9 
performed with available documents and current RFI responses. 10 

• Long-distance high-voltage electrical transmission lines need to be designed 11 
to a higher reliability and lower risk level. Since the electric transfer capacity 12 
of the 320 kV HVdc LILTL line is similar to a 500 kV AC line, it is 13 
recommended the reliability should be in line with said 500 kV AC line. 14 

• It is recommended that an “as-built” risk/reliability assessment be 15 
performed after construction to find potential mechanical weak points. 16 
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